This paper introduces an approach that utilizes field measurements to update the parameters characterizing spatial variability of soil properties and model bias, leading to refined predictions for subsequent construction stages. It incorporates random field simulations and surrogate modeling technique into the Bayesian updating framework, while the spatial and stage-dependent correlations of model bias can also be considered. The approach is illustrated using two cases of multi-stage braced excavations, one being a hypothetical scenario and the other from a case study in Hong Kong. Making use of all the deflection measurements along an inclinometer, the principal components of the random field and model bias factors can be efficiently updated as the instrumentation data becomes available. These various sources of uncertainty do not only cause discrepancies between prior predictions and actual performance, but can also lead to response mechanisms that cannot be captured by deterministic approaches, such as distortion of the wall along the longitudinal direction of the excavation. The proposed approach addresses these issues in an efficient manner, producing prediction intervals that reasonably encapsulate the response uncertainty as shown in the two cases. The capability to continuously refine the response estimates and prediction intervals can help support the decision-making process as the construction progresses.
and the bias at different depths (ε k ) may vary. In equation (1), the predicted response 
where x, y and z represent the Cartesian coordinates at locations i and j; θ x , θ y and θ z 89 are the corresponding autocorrelation distances. Although this study adopts the squared 90 exponential function for R, the proposed approach is not confined to this assumption,
91
as it is also possible to assume the single exponential function, or even Matérn function 92 (Liu et al. 2017 ) for R. As will be shown in a later example, the more fundamental
93
issue is the estimation of relevant parameters (e.g., θ) that correspond to the adopted 94 functional form, using site-specific geotechnical data.
95
A spectral decomposition of the R matrix can be performed, i.e.,R = HΛH T , where
96
H is a matrix of orthonormal eigenvectors, and Λ is a diagonal matrix of positive 
where µ and σ represent the mean (or trend) vector and standard deviation of the 100 soil properties, and the subscripts z or ln z correspond to the original space (normal D r a f t using a second-order PCE as follows:
where k = 1, 2, . . . , n may represent different depths along the wall; a k,0 , a k,j and a k,j 1 ,j 2
121
are coefficients of the PCE, to be determined by the regression approach using results
122
from random field simulations. M is the number of principal components retained in D r a f t corresponding ξ i components to the random field. With the truncation of equation (5), 141 the dimension of ξ can still be too large for direct application in the Bayesian framework.
142
To further enhance the robustness of the updating algorithm, only the ξ components 143 which are most influential to the wall deflection response should be updated. This
144
can be assessed using a sensitivity index, and this study adopts the first-order Sobol' 145 index, S k (ξ i ), which quantifies the contribution of component ξ i to the overall variance 146 of response g k . Applying the first-order Sobol' index evaluation to a second-order PCE
147
(Al-Bittar and Soubra 2014) yields
Var(g k )
which does not consider the cross-terms (a k,j 1 j 2 where j 1 = j 2 ). Because of this, the S k 149 values do not add up to unity ( i S k (ξ i ) < 1), making it inconvenient when comparing 150 influence of ξ i components across different depths k. Therefore, a different formulation 151 is adopted in this study to take into consideration the influence of cross-terms:
which ensures the sum of S k (ξ i ) values become unity. the correlation structure of model bias is represented by an n × n C ln ε matrix, with 170 components assumed to follow a squared exponential function:
where ∆D v is the vertical separation distance between two inclinometer measurement 172 points i and j, and H is the final excavation depth; σ ln ε and θ spv represent the standard 173 deviation and vertical autocorrelation distance (normalized by H) of the model bias.
174
Equation (8) is conceptually similar to the recommendations by Qi and Zhou (2017) 
where ∆D h is the horizontal separation distance between measurement points and θ sph 187 is the horizontal autocorrelation distance of model bias, normalized by H.
188
In this study, the model bias is assumed to be stationary with a mean value of µ ε and 
where 'const' denotes the normalizing constant for the probability density function. The 199 prior distribution for soil profiles, represented by the ξ vectors, is given as follows:
where µ ξ and C ξ represent the mean vector and covariance matrix of the ξ components,
respectively. In the first stage, µ ξ is a zero vector and C ξ is an identity matrix as ξ 202 are independent standard normal vectors. During the updating process, µ ξ and C ξ will 203 be evaluated with the Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) procedure, which will be 204 elaborated later.
205
At a certain construction stage, inclinometer measurements y become available.
206
Considering the logarithm of equation (1): ln ε = ln y − ln g(ξ), the log-likelihood 207 function for soil profile ξ, given data y, is related to the distribution of model uncertainty,
208
ln ε, which is multivariate normal. The log-likelihood function then becomes:
and µ ln ε is a constant vector since ε is stationary. According to the Bayes' theorem, the 210 posterior distribution of soil profile and model bias is the product of likelihood function 211 and prior distributions (Ledesma et al. 1996) . Represented in logarithmic space, this 212 becomes:
Sampling of the posterior distribution is performed by the MCMC method, which has 214 been described in detail by Juang et al. (2013 
where and soil variability ξ|y, the latter of which is reflected in the model prediction g * |y.
259
Assuming these two components to be independent of each other, E(y * |y) and SD(y * |y)
260
are evaluated from the product of two independent variables ε|y and g * |y:
where E(µ ε |y) and E(σ ε |y) are the posterior mean of the parameters µ ε and σ ε , estimated 263 from the Markov Chain. is not necessary to perform random field simulations during each construction stage.
271
Only a single set of simulation is necessary to construct the PCE that represent the 272 response in all stages, through which the predictions can be obtained directly. The 273 implementation will be illustrated by two examples in later sections. 
287
The updating approach in this study can be extended to incorporate this stage 288 correlation in model bias, which further refines the prediction interval of wall deflections. equation (8):
where ρ is the stage correlation coefficient; ∆D st is the difference in excavation depth 296 between the two stages. While Wu et al. (2014) proposed a constant value of θ st , this 297 will be refined under the current framework. Based on multivariate normal theory, the 298 posterior distribution of ln ε * is multivariate normal. The mean and covariance of ε * in 299 log-space and original space can be evaluated using ρ:
Based on similar derivation as in equations (16) and (17), the best estimates and 304 D r a f t prediction intervals of wall deflections considering stage correlation of bias become:
The key parameter in determining the stage correlation effects is θ st . This value may variable soil is first created, using the software FLAC3D, as a benchmark model (Fig. 1a) .
320
The deflections obtained at two separate locations of the retaining wall in this benchmark 321 model are considered to be 'virtual inclinometer measurements' (y) (Fig. 1b) . The linear-elastic materials.
338
The subsurface profile consists of 30 m of 'clayey' material overlying a stiff stratum.
339
The clayey soil has a unit weight of 19 kN/m 3 , and its behaviour is modeled by total It is not necessary to generate multiple 3D realizations for this hypothetical scenario, 351 since one 3D model is sufficient to serve as the benchmark. Based on the autocorrelation 352 distances mentioned earlier, the spatial profile shown in Fig. 1a is generated in FLAC3D.
353
The mesh size is 1 m×1 m×1 m in the model, with the lateral boundary set at 60 m the number of ξ components to be updated by the Bayesian procedure reduces from 39 400 to 9, which enhances the robustness of the MCMC algorithm.
401
As discussed earlier, each measurement location k is associated with a model bias 402 factor ε k . The ε vector is assumed to be stationary, and its mean value (µ ε ), stan-403 dard deviation (σ ε ), and spatial correlation parameters (θ spv , θ sph ) will each involve Table 2 . Based on the prior distributions of the 9 ξ components (N(0,1) ) Meanwhile, based on the sequentially updated ε and ξ parameters, the prediction ln ε 3 and ln ε 4 can be assessed by fitting a 1:1 line (Fig. 6) , and the goodness of fit is 448 evaluated by R 2 :
If R 2 > 0, the stage correlation coefficient is estimated as ρ = √ R 2 , and the stage 450 autocorrelation distance is evaluated by θ st = −∆D st / ln ρ (equation (18)). 
474
The project background, details of site conditions and data of displacement measurements variability and model bias, and to sequentially refine the predictions for later stages.
484
The construction site is located at an area that had undergone multiple phases of 485 previous reclamation. At the NAT section, the reclamation was completed more than 
501
Considering the concreting process which was performed under water, the concrete is of the inclinometer casing or other processes that had occured before the excavation.
511
The deflection values at this stage is therefore taken as a constant baseline value, and 512 deducted from the measurements at subsequent stages. (2)). These are also compared 528 with discrete estimates by the method of moments (MoM) for reference. Although 529 the two methods agree less well in some cases, Liu et al. (2017) showed that REML 530 is statistically more robust with a small dataset. Therefore, the θ x , θ y and θ z values 531 are adopted based on REML estimates. As mentioned earlier, it is also possible to 532 adopt other functional forms of R, such as the single exponential function. In that case,
533
the corresponding θ values obtained by REML will be larger than those in Table 5 , 534 in order to match the spatial variability features displayed by the site data. This will 535 also lead to similar results in the updating analyses. Meanwhile, it should be noted 536 that the estimation of spatial correlation parameters using sparse measurements may 537 be affected by statistical uncertainty, an issue which has been discussed in length by 538 Ching et al. (2016) . While this study advocates enhanced utilization of available soil 539 data with the spatial information, such potential limitation should be noted especially 540 when the amount of site-specific information is very limited.
541
To convert the SPT-N values into soil stiffness distributions, the maximum shear 542 modulus (G 0 ) is estimated by:
where ρ s is the soil density and σ v represents the vertical effective stress at the sampling 
548
A two-dimensional FLAC model is used to simulate a cross-section in the NAT 549 section of the project. In theory, it is possible to simulate multiple cross-sections as in 550 the hypothetical case. This is, however, not performed because the next inclinometer 551 is located more than 50 m away from this cross-section, and the spatial correlations 552 between the two locations, in both the soil properties and model bias, are deemed 553 to be insignificant. Table 5 summarizes the soil properties adopted in the numerical 554 model, with the mean values similar to those adopted in deterministic analyses by 555 Pickles et al. (2006) . In this study, a shear hardening soil constitutive model is adopted
556
('Chsoil' model) in FLAC, which features a hyperbolic function representing the shear 557 stress-strain relationship:
where φ p is the peak friction angle, φ m is the mobilized friction angle, and R f is the 559 failure ratio taken as 0.9. G 0 is the initial (elastic) shear modulus, which is also the 560 unloading-reloading shear modulus; G p represents the plastic shear modulus according 561 to the mobilized φ m .
562 Table 5 : Soil properties adopted in Tsuen Wan excavation case During the excavation process, the stress field in the soil will be altered and its shear 
where p is the mean effective stress in the soil, p a is the atmospheric pressure (100 kPa)
566
and m is a modulus exponent taken as 0.5 in this study. Equation (24) is conceptually 567 similar to the stress-dependent model proposed by Duncan and Chang (1970) . The 568 mean values of φ p are taken to be 34°and 37°for fill and CDG (Pickles et al. 2006), 569 while the coefficient of variation of φ p for both layers are assumed to be 0.15, which 570 is consistent with the range reported in Phoon and Kulhawy (1999 reported. This study assumes the cross-correlation coefficient to be unity, and it is 574 possible to incorporate other values of the coefficient, although this would lead to a 575 more sophisticated mathematical formulation. In addition, the peak dilatancy angle is 576 assumed to be equal to φ p − 30°(with minimum value of 0), which is an approximation 577 also adopted by Sert et al. (2016) . The soil-wall interface is assumed to have a constant 578 friction angle of 24.5°, which roughly corresponds to interface reduction factor of 0. 65 579 and is in line with the recommendations of local design guidelines.
580
Without extensive and high-quality sampling and laboratory testing for soils at 581 the site, the adopted equations (22) to (24) confidence, and the associated transformation uncertainty can be substantially reduced.
587
Bayesian updating analyses for excavation case study
588
Based on the random field characteristics in Fig. 9 and Table 5, 96.9%, 97.5% and 97.3% at stages 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6, respectively.
607
The prior mean and SD of the model bias parameters are the same as the hypothetical 
